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RIEMANNIAN SPACE 
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1. Introduction.2 Let 

(1.1) xK = xK(ua), K, X, fiy v = 1, • • • , n; a, b, - • - , f = 1, • • • , mf 

be the equations of a Vm in a F n with fundamental tensor g\K and let 

K K dxK 

(1.2) Ba = dax s 

Then the fundamental tensor and curvature tensor of Vm in Fw are, 
respectively, 

(1.3) 'g* = gteEÙBl 

(i.4) H;1 = A X S dX + rM;rf6 - T C A, 
where £> denotes the generalized covariant differentiation with re
spect to Vm in Vn\ and T£x and T"& are, respectively, the Christoffel 
symbols of the second kind for Vn and Vm. 

By definition a Fm in Vn is said to be totally semi-umbilicalz in F n 

if a vector z/* exists such that 

(1.5) vKHcb
K = 'gch 

is satisfied at every point of Vm. In particular, this condition is 
evidently fulfilled when H'à* has the form H'^ — fgcbnK

} nK being a 
certain vector; in this case we call Vm totally umbilical in Vn. 

In what follows we shall consider the subspaces Vm: #p = const. in 
a Vn with fundamental tensor of the form 

,« .x fgcb 0 \ a, J, • • • , ƒ = 1, • • • , m, 
(1.6) ft« = L ), A , 1 
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The two families of subspaces Vm: xp = const, and Vn-m' xa = const, 
are called completementary families of subspaces in Fn . Recently, 
Yano4 proved that a condition for Vm to be totally umbilical in Vn is 
that gcb be of the form5 gcb=c(xK)gcb(xa). We shall obtain, among 
other results, a similar condition for Vm to be totally semi-umbilical 
in Vn. 

2. First normal complex. Let wa and ya be two arbitrary vectors in 
Vm. Then the vector ycwhH'£ spans the first normal complex of 
Vm in Vn, whose dimensionality mi is therefore equal to the rank of 
the matrix [i?^*]. In this matrix, as well as in every matrix appearing 
hereafter, K or p indicates the column and the combination of 
6, c, • • • the row. 

Now for the subspaces Vm: xp — const, in a Vn with fundamental 
tensor (1.6), we have 

K dxK
 K 

(2 .1) Ba = = dai 'gcb = gcb, 
dxa 

(2.2) Hcb = Tcb — Tc&, Hcb = Tc6. 

But from (1.6) and the definition of the Christoffel symbols of the 
second kind 

I > = (l/2)gK\dlxgvX + dxgvn ~ d^x) 

it follows at once that 

rc; = 'ri, rf6 = - (i/2)/gó^c&, 
(2 3) 

T% = (i/2)gahdqgcb, r* = (i/2)g
p\grq. 

Thus (2.2) become 

(2.4) Hcb = 0, Hcb = - (l/2)gPqdqgcb. 

And therefore the dimensionality mi of the first normal complex 
of Vm in Vn is equal to the rank of the matrix [gpqdqgCb]. Since 
Det (g^F^O, mx is also the rank of the matrix [dpgc&]. Hence6 there 

4 K. Yano, Conformally separable quadratic differential forms, Proc. Imp. Acad. 
Tokyo vol. 16 (1940) pp. 83-86. For w = w + l see L. P. Eisenhart, Riemannian 
geometry, Princeton, 1926 p. 182. 

6 Throughout this paper we denote by p, <r, 6, <j> scalar functions of xK. 
6 See, for example, T. Levi-Civita, The absolute differential calculus, London, 

1927 pp. 9-12. 
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exist mi components of gCb, which are functionally independent with 
regard to xp, such that each component of gCb is expressible in terms 
of them and xa. Conversely, it is evident from (2.4) that if gcb has this 
property, the first normal complex of Vm in Vn is of dimension mi. 
Hence we have this theorem.7 

THEOREM 2.1. The first normal complex of the subspaces xv —const, 
in a Vn with fundamental tensor (1.6) is of dimension mi, if and 
only if the matrix \dpgcb\ is of rank m\, that is if gcb is of the form 
gcb=gcb(xa, pi, • • • , pWl), where the p's are mi functions of xK which are 
functionally independent with regard to xp. 

Now it follows from (2.4) and Theorem 2.1 that the components 
of the vector ycwhH'^, which spans the first normal complex, are 

c b --a 

y w Hcb = 0, 

( 2 . 5 ) a b -p c bpa/dgcb dgcb \ 
y w Hch = - (l/2);y w g I 6>i + • • • H dQpmi ) . 

\opi dpmi / 

To see the implication of these equations let us consider a certain 
fixed Vn-m'- xa=x%. Each Vm of the family # p = const. has a point in 
common with Vn-m, a t which the first normal complex of Vm lies in 
the tangent space of Vn~.m. Equations (2.5) then show that these first 
normal complexes are orthogonal to the subspaces 

a p a p 

pi{x0l x ) = const., • • • , Pnk^xo, x ) = const. 

Of Vn-m* 

THEOREM 2.2. If a Vn admits two complementary families of Vm and 
Vn~m> then the first normal complexes, dimensionality mi, of Vm at 
points of any fixed Vn-m are orthogonal to a family of subspaces 

v n—m—mi 'M V n—m' 

The condition for Vm to be minimal in Vn is fgchH^ = 0, which, by 
(2.1) and (2.4), can be written gcbdpgcb = 0, that is, dp Det (gc6)=(X 
Hence this theorem follows.8 

THEOREM 2.3. If a Vn admits two complementary families of Vm and 
Vn-m, a necessary and sufficient condition for Vm to be minimal in Vn 

is that Vn-m determine a correspondence between them which preserves 
volume. 

7 For w i = 0 , see Eisenhart, loc. cit. p . 186 Example 13. 
8 For n = m-\-lf see Eisenhart, loc. cit. p. 179. 
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3. Totally semi-umbilical Vm. According to (1.5), (2.1) and (2.4), 
the condition for xp = const, to be totally semi-umbilical in Vn is that 
a vector vp in Vn-m exists such that vpdpgcb = gcb, that is, 

(3.1) v»dploggeb = 1. 

From this it follows that 

(3.2) v*dplog(geb/gêd) = 0. 

Now if the first normal complex of Vm in Vn is of dimension mh then 
by Theorem 2.1 gcb is of the form 

(3.3) gci = gcb{xa, pu • • • , Pm,). 

Consequently, (3.2) gives 

d d 
( 3 . 4 ) 0 i — l o g (gcb/ged) + ' ' ' + 0mi l o g (gcb/ged) = 0 , 

dpi opmi 

where 

(3.5) Si = t?pdppif • • • , 6mi = vpdppmi. 

Conversely, let rax functions 0i, • • • , 0Wl exist satisfying (3.4). 
Then since pi, • • • , pWl are independent with regard to xp, the matrix 
[dpPi, • • • , dppmJ is of rank mlt Therefore, the system of linear 
equations (3.5) has solutions for vp\ that is, vp exist satisfying (3.2) 
and also (3.1). Hence, when (3.3) is true, (3.4) is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for Vm to be totally semi-umbilical in Vn. 

On the other hand, by a well known theorem9 on the essential 
parameters of a set of functions, equation (3.4) is also the condition 
that there exist m\ — \ functions (Ti, • • • , ami-i of xa and the p's 
(and therefore of xK) such that gcb/ged is expressible in terms of them 
and xa; that is, that gcb is of the form 

(3.6) gcb = (rmgcbix", «ri, • • • , <rmr_i). 

I t is seen that gcb cannot be expressed in terms of xa and less than 
m,\ — \ independent (with regard to xp) functions cr's; otherwise, gcb 

would be expressible in terms of xa and less than m\ functions, and 
consequently by Theorem 2.1, the first normal complex of Vm in Vn 

would be of dimension less than mi. 

THEOREM 3.1. In a Vn with fundamental tensor (1.6), each of the 
subs paces xp = const., whose first normal complexes are of dimension 

9 See, for example, L. P. Eisenhart, Continuous groups of transformation, Prince
ton, 1933, p . 9. 
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mi, is totally semi-umbilical in Vn, if and only if gCb is of the form 

gcb = Vmxgcb{%aj c i , • • • , <rm i_i), 

where the a's are mi functions of x" which are independent with regard 
to xp. 

For rai = l, we have Yano's result quoted in §1. 

4. Normal complexes of higher order. We now return to the end of 
§2 and consider the matrix 

(4.1) 

Let mx and m2 be, respectively, the dimensionalities of the first and 
second normal complexes of Vm in Vn, then the rank of the above 
matrix is m + r a i + w 2 . Taking account of (2.3), (2.4) and 

DfH ed = dfHed + Y^HedBf — YfaHec — YfeHcd 

we can easily prove from (4.1) that the following matrices are all of 
rank rai+ra2: 

/ H'c7 \ 

(4.2) 

/ Ba' \ / gpqdqgcb 

\dfHj + TP
tqH"eV' \g™dfdqged + (l/2)(dfg™)d, 

( dpgcb \ 

\d/dpged + {\/2)gPq{dfg<")drgJ " 

) . 
qged/ 

The last matrix shows that, unlike mh the dimensionality ra2 of the 
second normal complex of Vm in Vn depends not only on the nature 
of gcb but also on that of gqp. 

If gqp = gqp(xr)> that is, if the complementary Fw_w are totally 
geodesic in Vn (cf. Theorem 2.1 for mi = 0), the matrix (4.2) reduces 
to 

/ dpgeb \ 

\dpdfged/ 

This matrix is of rank mi+w 2 , and therefore gcb, d/ged can be ex
pressed in terms of xa and m\-\-m% (but not less) functions of xK which 
are independent with regard to xp. But 

( . gob = gcb{xa, P l , • • • , PmX 

dfged = <t>0 + <t>làfpl + • ' • + <j>mxdfpmv 
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where the <£'s are some functions of xa and the p's. Therefore the first 
and second normal complexes of Vm in Vn are of dimension mi and m2, 
if and only if (4.3) is true and d/pi, • • • , dfpmi are expressible in terms 
of xa, pi, • • • , pmv and m% other functions pmi+i, • • • , Pmx+mv which, 
together with pi, • • • , pWl, form rai+ra2 functions independent with 
regard to xp. 

This being the case, we have 

* dgcb X _L_ _L Ôgcb * Opgcb — Oppl T" ' ' * i OpPm%y 
dpi dpmi 

ddfged . . . àdfged 
vpOfged — OpPi - r * ' ' i d p p W l + m 2 . 

^Pl dpml+m2 

But if ^ a , 3^a, za are three arbitrary vectors in Vm, the vectors ycwhH'c1? 
and zfyewdD/H'ed

p span the first two normal complexes of Fm in Fn . 
Therefore by an argument similar to that which led to Theorem 2.2, 
we conclude that the first two normal complexes of Vm a t points of a 
fixed Vn-m are orthogonal to a family of Vn-m-mx-m2 in Fn_m. 

The above result can easily be extended to cover the normal com
plexes of higher order of Vm in Vn ; indeed we have the following two 
theorems. 

THEOREM 4.1. In a Vn with fundamental tensor 

= /gc*(x<) 0 \ 
gXK \ 0 gqJxr))> g«p(xr)/ 

the normal complexes of the subspaces xp = const, are of dimension 
nti, W2, - - - if and only if the matrices 

W' GïrJ' 'pdf g e 

are of ranks wi, mi+m2, • • • , respectively. 

THEOREM 4.2. If a Vn admits two families of complementary Vm and 
Vn-m and if Fn_w are totally geodesic in Vn, then the first I (I = 1, 2, • • • ) 
normal complexes of Vm at points of any fixed Vn-m are orthogonal to a 
family of Vn-m-mx~m2 mi in Vn-m. 
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